
How to use Google Satellite maps on West End Bowls web site 

Click on the underlined Bowls Club you require. 

A Google satellite map will appear and you should be able to see a 

square bowling green near the centre of the map.   To toggle to a normal 

map click on “Map” near the bottom left hand corner. 

Look on the right hand side of the satellite map and click “show slider” if 

it is not visible.    Move the slider between the plus and minus sign on a 

vertical line to zoom in or out.  Road names will start to appear.  As the 

green (now larger) goes off centre click on the map itself and move it to 

centre the green. 

If you zoom to maximum the green will take up most of the screen and 

will be out of focus so zoom back out a little.   You will be able to see the 

car parking. 

If you want to see the entrance and surroundings using Street View click 

the little orange man in the bottom right hand corner of the screen.    

Keeping the mouse key down drag the little man over to the road near 

the bowls entrance and release it.      When in Street View mode, click 

on the white chevron arrow to move along the road.   You can rotate the 

camera afterwards if you find you are going in the wrong direction. 

In the bottom left hand corner of the screen you will see the little orange 

man on the map indicating where you are and which direction. 

To move the camera up or down or left or right click the screen and 

move it up or down.   You can see North indicated on the circle.  You 

can also rotate the circle. 

You can zoom out and in using the plus/minus rectangle just below the 

circle. 

To exit Street View click “Back to map” in bottom left hand corner. 


